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Overview 
The goal is to familiarize you with simple workstation conversations, along with basic functions 

of Wireshark. These exercises build skills relevant to the Root Cause Analysis classes. 

Install Wireshark 
Install Wireshark 1.10.0 or better. 

Capture 

Open Wireshark. 
Double-click on Wireshark. 

 

Start Capture 
Select your wired Ethernet interface from the ‘Capture section of the opening screen – on my 

box, this is named ‘Local Area Connection’. 

 
 

 

BTW:  The names here are the same as what you have named your NICs in the Network 

Connections Control Panel. 
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Then, click ‘Start’ next to the green shark fin. 

 
 

Click OK. 

 

You’ll see something like this: 

 
 

Create Interesting Traffic 
Now, switch to a CMD prompt and type the following: 
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Fire up a browser and load the home page of http://www.skendric.com
1
 

 

Stop Capture 
Click the red square. 

                                                
1 Or any other really simple Web page – I’m less interesting in promoting my site and more interested in making the 

packet analysis easier. 

http://www.skendric.com/
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Whereupon the icons look as follow: 

 
 

Save this file as ‘basic-trace’. 

Preferences 
If you understand what I’m asking you to do here and disagree with my choices, feel free to 

ignore my suggestions. 

Name Resolution 
Under Edit … Preferences, choose Name Resolution and uncheck ‘Resolve transport names’ 
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This is the function which translates things like ‘TCP Port 80’ to ‘HTTP’ and ‘TCP Port 22’ to 

‘SSH’ … Wireshark performs this translation simply by looking up port numbers its own 

/etc/services file.  Thus, the result tends to be accurate for Well-Known Ports and inaccurate for 

everything else.  Students new to Wireshark can sometimes to spend time in class headed down 

dead-ends as a result, which is why I recommend disabling it.
2
 

 

Checksum Validation 
Go to the Edit menu, Preferences…, choose Name Resolution, expand Protocols: 

                                                
2 Actually, I disable this function on my installations of Wireshark as well – I recognize the Well-Known Ports 

already … I already know that TCP Port 80 = HTTP … and for the upper ports, I’d rather see the number (accurate) 

than an /etc/services translated string (generally inaccurate). 
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Then scroll down and select IPv4 and uncheck the ‘Validate the IPv4 checksum if possible’ box: 

 
For this homework, I have you capturing on the machine (your PC).  Most NICs these days 

include TCP and IP checksum offload, meaning that the TCP/IP stack on your machine, knowing 

that the NIC will handle this function, will not bother to calculate TCP and IP checksums.  The 

libpcap/Winpcap on your machine (the library handling packet capture) grabs the outbound 

frame before the NIC receives it (of course) … and so Wireshark ends up looking at outbound 

frames with empty (all zeros) TCP and IP checksums … and will, by default, complain, warning 

that the contents of the checksum field are invalid.  Wireshark’s warnings often distract us, 

which is why I recommend disabling this feature.
3
 

 

                                                
3 This is why I prefer to capture from a second machine, not involved in either receiving or transmitting, in order to 

gain a clearer view of traffic.  For myself, I generally leave this feature enabled, disabling it only when I know I’m 

analyzing traffic captured on the source or destination machine. 
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Then scroll down, select TCP, and uncheck the ‘Validate the TCP checksum if possible’ box: 

 

Columns & Filters 

Columns 
We’ll add a couple columns. 

 
 

Click Add 
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Replace ‘New Column’ with ‘Bytes’: 

 
 

Replace ‘Number’ with ‘Packet length (bytes)’: 
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Drag your new column up a few places: 

 
 

Do the same for a new column named ‘Stream’: 

 
 

Move it up a bit: 
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Click OK 

 

Under the View menu, select Time Display Format … and select ‘Seconds Since Previous 

Displayed Packet’.  [BTW:  in the vernacular, we call this ‘DeltaT’] 

 

Use the ‘Resize All Columns’ button to neatly fit the columns to your display: 

 
 

 
 

Filters 
Figure out your NIC’s MAC address.  Mine is:  00:21:9B:32:35:A5 
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In the Filter bar, enter something the following (substituting your MAC address for mine).  

Notice that MAC addresses are case-insensitive in Wireshark. 

 
 

Click Save and name this Filter ‘Me’: 

 
 

Click OK 
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Create another filter named ‘TAF’ as follows: 

 
 

 

 
 

 

These are two useful filters to have around.  ‘Me’ allows you to focus just on traffic emitted by 

your machine or sent specifically to your machine.  And ‘TAF’ limits the display just to frames 

which have TCP ‘error’ flags set. 

Examine Specific Transactions 

Examine DHCP 
Click the ‘Me’ filter, then modify it by adding ‘and bootp’: 
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[Why ‘bootp’?  Well, we want to examine the DHCP exchange between your box and the DHCP 

server … but, for historical reasons, it turns out that the DHCP protocol rides on top of a protocol 

called ‘bootp’.] 

 

Click ‘Apply’.  You’ll see something like this: 

 
 

In the Details section (middle section) of the ‘DHCP Release’ packet, open up the ‘Bootstrap 

Protocol’ section and examine it.  How can you confirm that the workstation is, in fact, releasing 

its DHCP address?  [Hint:  See Option 53] 

 

In the ‘DHCP Discover’ packet, how do you verify that, in fact, the workstation wants an 

address? 
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What is your workstation asking a DHCP server to provide?  Does it have a suggestion for the 

DHCP server on which IP address it is to receive?  Why might it offer a suggestion? 

 

Hint: 

 
 

Also, examine the DHCP Offer. 

 
 

What is the IP address of the DHCP server?  What is the IP address of the ‘DHCP Relay’ (i.e. the 

nearest router which accepted the DHCP Request from your machine and forwarded it to the 

DHCP Server)? 

 

Examine ARP 
Apply another filter by replacing ‘and bootp’ with ‘and arp’: 

 
 

Look for your machine’s ARP Request for its default router (140.107.9.113 in my example … 

but more typically, you might expect a “.1” address, e.g. 140.107.9.1) 

 

 
 

Each IP frame requires four pieces of information: 

Source MAC address 

Source IP address 

Destination MAC address 
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Destination IP address 

 

1. From your machine’s ARP Request, you can see that your machine knows three of these 

four pieces of information … which one is it missing?
4
 

 

2. In the ARP Reply from your default router, your default router fills in that missing piece 

of information:  what is it specifically?
5

                                                
4 Destination MAC address – your machine knows the IP address of the box to which it wants to speak but not its 

MAC address. 
5 This will be the MAC address of your default router:  a string of 12 hex digits. 
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Examine DNS 
Filter again. 

 
 

Find the DNS look-up for www.uw.edu.  What was the answer?
6
 

 

Examine ICMP 
Filter again 

 
 

What does your machine send in the data portion of an ICMP packet?  [Different operating 

systems make different choices around what to put here … it doesn’t much matter what goes 

here, although we’ll find a use for this space during the Remote Office Stumbles case study.] 

 

Rich Pinging 
Install the TextPing application from PacketIQ.

7
 

                                                
6 At the time of this writing, one of the following:  128.95.155.134, 128.95.155.135, 128.95.155.197 
7 If you’re having trouble running Windows apps, you  

http://www.uw.edu/
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http://www.packetiq.com/Tools/PacketIQ-TextPing.aspx 

 

 
 

Choose the Settings menu and twink with the settings as follows: 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                       
 might try installing ‘send-udp-msg’, a Perl script which delivers similar functionality: 

http://www.skendric.com/app/  If this turns out to be hard, then quit and skip this exercise. 

http://www.packetiq.com/Tools/PacketIQ-TextPing.aspx
http://www.skendric.com/app/
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Click Save.  Click Close. 

 

Fill out the two fields somehow: 

 
 

Back on Wireshark, click ‘Clear’ to remove the current Filter, then click the green shark fin 

(which means ‘Start Capturing’): 
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Flip back to TextPing and click ‘Test’: 

 
 

Return to Wireshark and click the red square to stop capturing: 
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Filter to just you and ICMP: 

 
In the hex decode of the ICMP frames, find the string you sent ‘The quick brown fox …’ 

 

Examine TCP 
Filter on the IP address of www.skendric.com 

 

 
 

Sum the DeltaT values for the first three frames:  from the Client’s SYN through the Server’s 

SYN ACK to the Client’s finishing ACK – the three-way TCP Handshake. 

 

.000000000 + .011709000 + .000076000 =~ .011s = 11ms 

 

Or, ask Wireshark to perform the arithmetic by choosing View … Time Display Format … 

Seconds Since Beginning of Capture.  And then Right Clicking on Frame #1 and choosing Set 

Time Reference.
8
 

                                                
8 Yeah, OK, in the example shown here, that isn’t necessary, since the first frame  is already Frame #1.  But in your 

trace, the first frame of the TCP conversation with www.skendric.com most likely isn’t Frame #1. 

http://www.skendric.com/
http://www.skendric.com/
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In the example above, the total time for the three-way TCP Handshake to complete is 

.011785000 =~ 11ms. 

 

This gives us a crude measure of the delay which the Network is inflicting on this conversation.  

In other words, assuming all the switches & routers in the path are functioning normally, then the 

network path will contribute 11ms to the round-trip delay on each packet exchange.
9
 

 

Find the ‘GET / HTTP…’ packet. 

 

1. What URI did your browser request?
10

 

2. What GET request failed?  (HTTP 404 Not Found)
11

 

3. What are the consequences of this GET failing?
12

 

 

Examine a File Copy 
Grab the these two trace files from the homework directory at 

http://www.skendric.com/problem/rca/homework 

file-copy-captured-at-client.pcapng (aka Client Side trace) 

file-copy-captured-at-server.pcap (aka Server Side trace) 

 

In these traces, the Client copies
13

 a file to the Server across a Network whose details are opaque 

to us (perhaps that Network consists of a short cable, perhaps it consists of the Internet spanning 

two points on the globe … we don’t know). 

 

                                                
9 Yes, and this also assumes that the Ethernet/IP/TCP stacks on both Client and Server are functioning normally and 

are thus adding trivial latency. 
10 Hopefully, www.skendric.com!  Verify. 
11 The GET for favico.ico 
12 Yes, trivial in this case …  the use of favico.ico is cosmetic in general and certainly cosmetic on this site. 
13 Using the command copy c:\temp\xkcd.cvx z:\temp 

http://www.skendric.com/problem/rca/homework
http://www.skendric.com/
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TCP Backoff 

Client
140.107.9.116

Client
140.107.9.116

Access SwitchAccess SwitchAccess HubAccess Hub

Network

Client SnifferClient Sniffer Server SnifferServer Sniffer
SPAN (aka 

Mirror) Port

File Server
140.107.74.124

 
Open both of the traces. 

 

Notice how the DeltaT increments between frames 2-7: 

 
We see here a classic back-off algorithm between Retransmits:  the Client waits ~.3s before 

retransmitting in Frame #2, then ~.9s before retransmitting in Frame #3 … and so on. The Client 

realizes that the Server is having trouble responding (or perhaps that the Network is having 

trouble delivering the Client’s requests), and rather than quickly repeating its question, it goes 

quite for longer and longer stretches of time, in an effort to give the Network and/or the Server 

time to recover. 

 

Initial Pathology 
1. Are the first seven frames of each trace identical?

14
 

2. How much time do they consume?
15

 

3. Which device is not responding, the Client or the Server?
16

 

4. Has the Network dropped frames during the period covered by these first seven?
17

 

 

OK, in Frame #7, the Client gives up and sends a TCP RST to the Server, saying in effect “Hey 

Server, for the conversation in which we are talking across TCP Port 1120 on my end and TCP 

Port 445 on your end, I’m giving up:  I’m tearing down this connection.”  Why did the Server 

not reply to any of the first seven frames?
18

 

                                                
14

 Yes 
15 18.9 seconds 
16 The Server 
17 No:  the same frames which appear at the Client Sniffer also appear at the Server Sniffer. 
18 I don’t know.  I speculate that the Server hadn’t heard from the Client for an extended period of time and timed 

out / deleted this TCP conversation from memory – see the use of TCP Keepalive at the end of this trace.  But this is 

speculation. 
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BTW:  I was a bit cavalier in asserting that the answer to question #1 is ‘Yes’.  Why so much 

confidence?  Because I examined the Identification field in the IP header.  A host generates 

unique numbers for this field, typically starting at some value at boot and incrementing by one 

with each IP frame it transmits.  Sure, this is a four byte field, meaning that after transmitting 

~65,000 frames, it will start to re-use numbers.  But given that these frames are so close to one 

another in time, the IP Ident field becomes a reasonable proxy for uniqueness. 

 

For Frame #1, the Identification number is 0x615e, which is 24926 in decimal, and we see this 

same value in both traces, suggesting strongly that this is the same IP frame. 

 

Client Side Trace 

 
 

Server Side Trace 

 
 

Three-Way TCP Handshake 
Let’s now examine Frames 8-10.  This is the classic three-way TCP Handshake, in which the 

Client initiates a connection with the Server. 

1. Over what TCP Ports does this conversation flow?
19

 

2. Jump down to Frame #42:  what is the name of the file being copied?
20

 

3. Jump down to the last two frames in the trace:  how would you interpret them?
21

 

                                                
19 The Client’s TCP Port is 4093 while the Server’s TCP Port is 445. 
20 xkcd.cvx … or, more precisely “temp/xkcd.cvx”, which suggests that the Client is copying the file xkcd.cvx into 

the directory ‘temp’ on the Server. 
21 After 120 seconds of silence, the Client becomes concerned that the Server will timeout this connection and tear it 

down.  The Client wants to tell the Server that the Client is alive and well, to encourage the Server to keep this 

connection ‘active’ in its memory. 
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Who is Slow? 
OK, this section doesn’t belong in a discussion of Basic Workstation Conversations.  But it is 

relevant to some of the case studies in my RCA classes, and I figure that anyone who has made it 

this far through the homework is probably the kind of person who wants a head start on the class 

material.  So here goes. 

 

Grab the these two trace files from the homework directory at 

http://www.skendric.com/problem/rca/homework 

file-copy-captured-at-client.pcapng (aka Client Side trace) 

file-copy-captured-at-server.pcap (aka Server Side trace) 

Client
140.107.9.116

Client
140.107.9.116

Access SwitchAccess SwitchAccess HubAccess Hub

Network

Client SnifferClient Sniffer Server SnifferServer Sniffer
SPAN (aka 

Mirror) Port

File Server
140.107.74.124

 
Let’s say we hear the complaint from the end-user: “The Server is slow … it takes a hundred 

seconds to copy my file”.  

 

As IT professionals, we know that we do not know enough to make that claim ourselves.  Sure, 

perhaps the Server is slow … but perhaps the Network is slow, or, for that matter, perhaps the 

Client is slow. 

 

The CNS Pie 
We want to draw the Client/Network/Server Pie, accurately calculating the number of seconds 

which each component contributes to the total Transaction Time … in the example below, the 

Server is the dominant contributor to the total time: 

 

20 

15 

65 

Copying File Takes 100 seconds 

Client

Network

Server

http://www.skendric.com/problem/rca/homework
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But we don’t know what values to plug into this pie yet. 

 

Given these two traces, how might we estimate the contribution from the Client, from the 

Network, and from the Server? 

 

Here is one approach – yes, it is a crude approach, but bear with me. 

 

We notice that the Client Sniffer is located right next to the Client, meaning that the DeltaT 

between Client-transmitted frames is pretty darn close to the time the Client spent thinking about 

what to do and then performing the transmission itself.  If we filter on the Client’s source address 

in the Client Side Trace, we’ll get a list of all the frames transmitted by the Client, along with 

DeltaT. 

 
We can already see that here the Client contributed ~.037s in Frame #13 – a long time, compared 

to its contributions in the other examples here. 

 

If we sum all the DeltaTs contributed by the Client, we would get a number which reflected the 

Client’s total ‘thinking + transmitting” time to the conversation. 

 

Similarly, if we open the Server Side Trace, filter on the Server’s source address, and sum the 

result, we would get a number reflecting the Server’s total ‘thinking + transmitting’ time. 

 
 

Yes, yes, this is a crude approach … the Access Hub is not likely introducing any delay, but one 

could argue that the SPAN function on the Access Switch might be introducing delay, thus 

exaggerating the Server side time contribution.  And this is an error-prone approach – if there is 

any pathology in the trace – Retransmits jump to mind – all sorts of things can invalidate this 

approach.  I agree, I agree – but for a relatively clean trace, under normal conditions, I claim that 

this approach can deliver a crude estimate of the CNS Pie, enough to point us in a useful 

direction. 
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Calculate the Pie 
Let’s apply this technique to this transaction.  First, we have to clean out the obvious pathology 

in the trace – those first seven frames of Retransmits, plus the last two frames of Keep-Alive. 

 

In the file-copy-captured-at-client.pcapng trace, choose File …,  Export Specified Packets…, 

and extract Frames #8 – Frame #1413: 

 
 

And in the file-copy-captured-at-server.pcap trace, extract Frame #8 – Frame #1413: 
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Let’s open those two traces (Client-Side-Trace.pcapng and Server-Side-Trace.pcap) and then 

filter appropriately: 
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In each trace, choose File.., Export Packet Dissections…, as “CSV” (Comma Separated Values 

packet summary) file… 

 

Uncheck ‘Packet details’, enter a File name, select CSV as the ‘Save as type’, and click Save:  
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Now, open each .csv file with in spreadsheet app: 
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Scroll to the end, and SUM the contents of the Time column: 

 
 

Thus, this technique suggests that the Client contributed ~11.7s to the total transaction time. 

 

Doing the same thing on the Server Side Extract: 
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This technique suggests that the Server contributed ~.15s to the total transaction time. 

 

And what was the Network contribution?  Well, choosing Statistics… Summary from either trace 

file: 
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tells us that the Total Transaction time was 13.7s. 

 

Total – Client – Server = Network 

13.7s – 11.7s - 0.15s = 1.85s 
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So the CNS Pie looks like this: 

 
 

A first cut suggests that the Client contributes most of the Transaction time, and that we would 

want to focus our attention on speeding up the Client. 

 

Dig Deeper 
Let’s dig a little deeper. 

 

Click twice on the Time column in the Client-Side-Trace to sort by largest to smallest: 

 
By far the largest event occurred at Frame #1404. 

 

Click on the No. column to sort chronologically again and click on the Clear command to 

remove the filter: 

 

11.7 

1.85 

0.15 

Copying File Takes 13.7 seconds 

Client

Network

Server
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Sure enough, the Client stalls in Frame #1404, consuming ~10.8s before issuing the ‘Close 

Request File: temp\xkcd.cvx’ command. 

 

Out of curiousity, what if we remove these last four frames from consideration (producing a new 

Client-Side-Trace-2.pcapng which quits at Frame #1402 and then a new Client-Side-Trace-

Client-Only-Extract-2.csv, ditto for the Server-Side-* files): 

 
Now, the Client only contributes ~.5s to the Total. 

 

The Server side is unchanged: 
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And Total Transaction Time has shrunk to ~2.5s: 
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This, if we’re willing to ignore the one Client gaffe and recalculate the Network contribution: 

 

Total – Client – Server = Network 
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2.5s – 0.5s - 0.15s = 1.85s 

 

Now, the Network dominates the Total Transaction Time: 

 
 

What was the Network?  The Network includes a cable modem link, likely the dominant 

contributor to the Network slice of the pie. 

 

To recap, we can use this technique to estimate the sizes of the CNS Pie slices, realizing that this 

is a crude and inaccurate technique which can be de-railed by a range of pathologies.  For more 

automated, and accurate, approaches, feed both traces into a commercial tool, like Fluke’s Clear 

Sight Analyzer or RiverBed’s OpNet. 

 

See the homework directory for intermediate files.  See http://www.skendric.com/app/make-cns-

pie/Making-Client-Network-Server-Pie.pdf for another discussion of this topic. 

 

0.5 

1.85 

0.15 

Copying File Takes 2.5 seconds 

Client

Network

Server

http://www.skendric.com/app/make-cns-pie/Making-Client-Network-Server-Pie.pdf
http://www.skendric.com/app/make-cns-pie/Making-Client-Network-Server-Pie.pdf

